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Reviewer's report:

Very interesting paper.
The paper is showing place and context is important in social and behavioral correlates of obesity indicators in diabetes. The study has used 5 countries, and looks at gender specific patterns of associations in these countries.
But needs major improvement.

My comments:
1- Page 22, numbers for total Waist are wrong for both men and women. Please correct.
2- Multiple regressions should be added to the tables. Many hypotheses are being suggested by descriptive tables, but authors do not test them later in regression. For instance, role of education seems to be only important for women (Table 2a). This is EXTREMELY important!
3- Gender differences should be also discussed.
4- The recent literature on cross-country differences in social and behavioral correlates of health in diabetes should be discussed. Some of these work include: PMID: 24393171 and PMID: 24559091.
5- There are two major type of conclusions. One, comparing US and other countries. Two, comparison of countries within Africa. Discussion of US differs from other countries and African countries vary themselves should be clearly separated.
6- Cross-country comparisons in correlates of manual labor should also reported.
7- In a series of new tables, authors should compare cross country comparisons with laboratory outcomes. How countries are different in effect of education, BMI, etc on glucose, insulin, and other lab data?
8- Finally, the interactions between place and factors on BMI are also important. Is sex * U.S significant in table 3? What about income * US?
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